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Abstract

The spread of pathogens fundamentally depends on the underlying contacts between indi-

viduals. Modeling the dynamics of infectious disease spread through contact networks, how-

ever, can be challenging due to limited knowledge of how an infectious disease spreads and

its transmission rate. We developed a novel statistical tool, INoDS (Identifying contact Net-

works of infectious Disease Spread) that estimates the transmission rate of an infectious

disease outbreak, establishes epidemiological relevance of a contact network in explaining

the observed pattern of infectious disease spread and enables model comparison between

different contact network hypotheses. We show that our tool is robust to incomplete data

and can be easily applied to datasets where infection timings of individuals are unknown.

We tested the reliability of INoDS using simulation experiments of disease spread on a syn-

thetic contact network and find that it is robust to incomplete data and is reliable under differ-

ent settings of network dynamics and disease contagiousness compared with previous

approaches. We demonstrate the applicability of our method in two host-pathogen systems:

Crithidia bombi in bumblebee colonies and Salmonella in wild Australian sleepy lizard popu-

lations. INoDS thus provides a novel and reliable statistical tool for identifying transmission

pathways of infectious disease spread. In addition, application of INoDS extends to under-

standing the spread of novel or emerging infectious disease, an alternative approach to lab-

oratory transmission experiments, and overcoming common data-collection constraints.

Author summary

Network models are widely used to understand and predict infectious disease spread in

human and animal populations. However, the choice of network model often relies on

subjective expert knowledge or disease transmission experiments that are time-consum-

ing and difficult to perform. We developed a novel tool, called INoDS (Identifying contact

Networks of infectious Disease Spread), that uses robust statistical approach to establish

relevance of a network model in explaining transmission pathways of an infectious disease
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outbreak. We used computer simulations and real-world dataset to test the accuracy of

our tool and robustness to missing data. We found that INoDS is robust to common data-

collection constraints, broadly applicable and accurate compared to current approaches.

The tool that we have developed can therefore provide immediate epidemiological

insights in the event of an epidemic outbreak, and can be used to improve targeted disease

control.

Introduction

Host contacts, whether direct or indirect, play a fundamental role in the spread of infectious

diseases [1–4]. Traditional epidemiological models make assumptions of homogeneous social

structure and mixing among hosts which can yield unreliable predictions of infectious disease

spread [3, 5–7]. Network approaches provide an alternative to modeling infection transmis-

sion by explicitly incorporating host interactions that mediate pathogen transmission. For-

mally, in a contact network model, individuals are represented as nodes, and an edge between

two nodes represents an interaction that has the potential to transmit infection. A dynamic

contact network model tracks interactions evolving over time due to social, demographic or

environmental processes as well as perturbations [8]. Constructing a complete contact network

model requires (i) knowledge about the transmission route(s) of a pathogen, (ii) a sampling of

all individuals in a population, and (iii) a sampling of all interactions among the sampled

individuals that may lead to infection transfer. In addition, accuracy of disease predictions

depends on the precise epidemiological knowledge about the pathogen, including the rate of

pathogen transfer given a contact between two individuals, and the rate of recovery of infected

individuals.

The use of modern technology in recent years, including RFID, GPS, radio tags, proximity

loggers and automated video tracking has enabled the collection of detailed movement and

contact data, making network modeling feasible. Despite the technology, logistical and finan-

cial constraints still prevent data collection on all individuals and their social contacts [9–14].

More importantly, limited knowledge about a host-pathogen system makes it challenging to

identify the mode of infection transmission, define the relevant contacts between individuals

that may lead to infection transfer, and measure the per-contact rate of infection transmission

[15–17]. Laboratory techniques of unraveling transmission mechanisms usually take years to

resolve [18–20]. Defining accurate contact networks underlying infection transmission in

human infectious disease has been far from trivial [3, 21, 22]. For animal infectious disease,

limited information on host behavior and the epidemiological characteristics of the spreading

pathogen makes it particularly difficult to define a precise contact network, which has severely

limited the scope of network modeling in animal and wildlife epidemiology [15, 23].

Lack of knowledge about disease transmission mechanisms has prompted the use of several

indirect approaches to identify the link between social structure and disease spread. A popular

approach has been to explore the association between social network position (usually quanti-

fied as network degree) of an individual and its risk of acquiring infection [24–27]. Another

approach is to use proxy behaviors, such as movement, spatial proximity or home-range over-

lap, to measure direct and indirect contact networks occurring between individuals [28–30]. A

recent approach, called the k-test procedure, explores a direct association between infectious

disease spread and a contact network by comparing the number of infectious contacts of

infected cases to that of uninfected cases [31]. However, several challenges remain in identify-

ing the underlying contact networks of infection spread that are not addressed by these
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approaches. First, it is often unclear how contact intensity (e.g. duration, frequency, distance)

relates to the risk of infection transfer unless validated by transmission experiments [19]. Fur-

thermore, the role of weak ties (i.e., low-intensity contacts) in pathogen transfer is ambiguous

[21, 32]. The interaction network of any social group will appear as a fully connected network

if monitored for a long period of time. As fully-connected contact networks rarely reflect the

dynamics of infectious disease spread through a host population, one may ask whether weak

ties can be ignored, or what constitutes an appropriate intensity threshold below which inter-

actions are epidemiologically irrelevant? Second, many previous approaches ignore the

dynamic nature of host contacts. The formation and dissolution of contacts over time is crucial

in determining the order in which contacts occur, which in turn regulates the spread of infec-

tious diseases through host networks [8, 33, 34]. Finally, none of the existing approaches allow

direct comparison of competing hypotheses about disease transmission mechanisms which

may generate distinct contact patterns and consequently different contact network models.

All of these challenges demand an approach that can allow direct comparison between com-

peting hypothesis on transmission pathways while taking into account the dynamics of host

interactions and constraints of data sampling. We introduce a statistical tool called INoDS

(Identifying contact Networks of infectious Disease Spread) that establishes the epidemiologi-

cal relevance of observed contact networks in explaining the patterns of infectious disease

spread. INoDS also allows testing competing hypotheses on the mode of disease transmission

by performing model comparison between different contact networks. The tool can estimate

the per-contact transmission rate and recovery rate for various disease progressions (e.g. SI,

SIS and SIR) and can be extended to incorporate complexities in transmission (e.g. individual-

level heterogeneity in susceptibility; latent period following infection). INoDS provides infer-

ence on static and dynamic contact networks, and is robust to common forms of missing data.

Using two empirical datasets, we highlight the two-fold application of INoDS—(i) to identify

whether observed patterns of infectious disease spread are likely given an empirical contact

network, and (ii) to identify transmission routes, the role of the contact intensity, and the per

contact transmission rate of a host-pathogen system. The epidemiological insights into infec-

tious disease provided by INoDS can be invaluable in implementing immediate disease control

measures in the event of an emerging epidemic outbreak.

Results

The primary purpose of INoDS is to evaluate whether an observed contact network is likely to

generate an infection time-series observed in a particular host population. INoDS also pro-

vides epidemiological insights into the spreading pathogen by estimating the per-contact rate

of transmission (β). The pattern of infectious disease spread in a host population depends on

the mode of transmission, and the epidemiological relevance of contact network is sensitive to

the amount of collected data on nodes and edges. The tool therefore treats each empirically

collected contact network as a unique network hypothesis, and facilitates hypothesis testing

between different contact networks.

The INoDS algorithm follows a three step procedure (Fig 1). First, the tool estimates a per-

contact transmission rate (β) of the pathogen and an background transmission parameter (�).

The β parameter quantifies the per-contact rate of pathogen transmission, and the � parameter

quantifies components of infection transmission that are unexplained by the contact network

(S1 Fig). In the second step, Bayesian hypothesis testing is performed to establish epidemiolog-

ical relevance of the observed contact network. Null hypothesis is expressed as a uniform dis-

tribution over randomized networks generated by permuting 10%—100% edge connections of

each time-slice using double-edge swap procedure [35] and assigning each edge the average
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edge weight of the original snapshot. In the final step, model selection between multiple con-

tact network hypotheses is performed using Bayes Factor.

In the sections that follow, we validate each of the three steps of INoDS, assess its robustness

to missing data and compare its performance with previous approaches by performing simula-

tion experiments of disease spread on a synthetic contact network. The advantage of using a

simulated dataset is that it allows accurate evaluation of INoDS performance. We further dem-

onstrate the applicability of INoDS in two empirical datasets: (i) spread of an intestinal patho-

gen in bumble bee colonies, and (ii) salmonella spread in Australian sleepy lizards.

Validating INoDS performance

We validated the performance of INoDS using a simulated dataset. This dataset was generated

by performing numerical disease simulations on a synthetic dynamic network (henceforth

called the true synthetic network) where per-contact transmission rate, β, ranged from 0.01 to

0.1.

Fig 1. A schematic of our algorithm. Observed data(left panel): INoDS utilizes an observed infection time-series data to estimate statistical evidence towards a static or

dynamic contact network hypothesis (or hypotheses) using a three-step procedure. Shown here is an example of two competing network hypotheses based on behaviors

A and B that potentially cause infection transfer. Inferential steps (right panel): In the first step, the tool estimates per-contact transmission rate parameter β, and

background transmission rate parameter � which captures the components of infection propagation unexplained by the edge connections of the network hypothesis.

Here, the total infected connections of the focal node i (ki) is 2. Second, to estimate the epidemiological relevance of the network hypothesis, Bayesian hypothesis testing

is performed. The prior distribution shows that the null hypothesis (M = 1) assumes a uniform distribution over randomized networks generated by permuting 10%—

100% of edge connections in the contact network (HA), whereas the alternate hypothesis (M = 2) is a spike-shaped distribution such that only the contact network (HA,

0% permutation) has non-zero probability. The distribution on model index shifts to M = 2 if the alternate hypothesis has higher posterior probability than the null.

Third, model selection of competing network hypotheses is performed using Bayes Factor (BF). A Bayes factor above 2.44 is considered to be decisive support for one

hypothesis over the other.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009604.g001
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Validation of step 1: Fig 2a shows INoDS estimates of β and � each for 10 independent dis-

ease simulations of the synthetic pathogen with disease contagiousness ranging from 0.01 to

0.1. We found that INoDS accurately estimated the per-contact transmission rate β, and back-

ground transmission rate � for the simulated dataset. The accuracy was independent of the

pathogen’s contagiousness. For example, we estimated an average β value of 0.039 (SD =

0.003) using INoDS for disease simulations involving a simulated pathogen with β value of

0.04. The background transmission parameter, �, was accurately estimated as zero for all simu-

lations since all infection transmission events in the simulated dataset were perfectly explained

by the edge connections of the contact network (Fig 2a).

Validation of step 2: The second step, which involves establishing the epidemiological rele-

vance of the contact network, was evaluated by performing Bayesian hypothesis testing. Prior

was defined as an ensemble of randomized networks with 10%–100% permuted edge connec-

tions. We found that log Bayes factor of observed network was more than 2.44 for all ranges of

β, indicating that INoDS accurately detected epidemiological relevance of the contact network

irrespective of contagiousness of the spreading pathogen (Fig 2b).

Validation of step 3: Where multiple hypotheses of contact networks exists, model selec-

tion is performed by computing the ratio of marginal likelihoods (Bayesian evidence). We

validated this step by comparing the Bayesian evidence of the true synthetic network with net-

works generated by shuffling 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of edge connections present in the true

synthetic network. We found that log Bayes factor of the true synthetic contact network was

more than 2.44 for most replicates compared with randomized networks when β� = 0.01. Log

Bayes factor exceeded 10 for synthetic pathogens with transmission rates β� > 0.01, suggesting

a decisive evidence for the true synthetic network (Fig 2c).

Fig 2. Validation of the three steps of INoDS. (a) Step 1: Absolute error in estimates of per-contact transmission rate parameter β (orange circles) and background

transmission rate � (purple circles) for the simulated dataset with disease transmission rate (β�) ranging from 0.01 to 0.1. The true value of background transmission rate

(��) is zero. The filled black circle indicates the average absolute error and the error bars indicate standard deviation around the mean value. (b) Step 2: establishing

epidemiological relevance of the observed contact network. Each box summarizes log Bayes factor of observed network compared to null hypothesis (viz a prior of

networks with 10% to 100% permuted edges). (c) Step 3: model selection between the observed contact networks (0% randomization level) and networks with increasing

edge randomization (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%). Log Bayes factor was calculated by substracting the log marginal evidence of randomized networks from log marginal

evidence of the true (0% randomized) synthetic network. Log Bayes factor of more than 2.44 (dashed line) is considered to be a decisive evidence in favor of the observed

contact network. The middle black line in each box plot is the median, the boxed area extends from the 25th to 75th quartile, and whiskers extended from the hinge to

the largest/smallest value no further than 1.5 times the inter-quartile range.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009604.g002
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Robustness to missing network data

Next, we tested the robustness of INoDS against two potential sources of error in network data

collection: incomplete sampling of individuals in a population (missing nodes) and incomplete

sampling of interactions between individuals (missing edges). To create networks with missing

data, we randomly deleted 25–75% of nodes and edges from the true synthetic network that

were not a part of the path of simulated infection spread. We focus on this type of missing data

as infected individuals and their contact are more likely to be observed (particularly for infec-

tions with observable symptoms). Methodologically, this approach also allows us to tease apart

INoDS’s performance when both the complete and incomplete networks have equal ability to

explain the propagation of disease. If robust to missing data, we expect INoDS to recover the

same parameter estimates and model evidence as the true and complete synthetic network.

We found that even when 75% of network data is missing, the estimated transmission rate

β is identical to β values estimated for the complete synthetic network (Fig 3a). For all incom-

pletely sampled networks, log Bayes factor was greater than 2.44 compared to the null hypothe-

sis. INoDS thus correctly identified all incompletely sampled networks to be epidemiological

relevant (Fig 3b). As expected, log Bayes factor was less than 2.44 for all degrees of missing

data indicating that the true synthetic network does not have higher evidence compared with

incompletely sampled networks. Together, we found that the performance of INoDS was unaf-

fected by missing network data if the missing nodes/edges are not a part of the outbreak path.

In the supplement, we tested the performance of INoDS when data is missing at random

for nodes, edges or cases (S3 Fig). We found that the deviation of estimated β increases with

the degree of missing data, and networks with missing data had lower evidence compared with

the true synthetic network. This is because removing nodes/edges involved in the transmission

process lowers the network’s ability to explain the propagation of disease outbreak.

Fig 3. Robustness of INoDS to missing network data. Robustness of INoDS to missing nodes and missing edges in network hypothesis. Networks with missing nodes/

edges were created by randomly removing 25–75% of nodes/edges not involved in infection spread path at each time-step from the dynamic synthetic network. (a) Step

1: Δβ is the relative deviation of estimated transmission parameter β from the true transmission rate β�. (b) Step 2: Epidemiological relevance of observed network with

missing data. Each box summarizes log Bayes factor of observed network with missing data compared to null hypothesis (viz a prior of networks with 10% to 100%

permuted edges). (c) Evidence for the true synthetic network over datasets with missing data. Log Bayes factor of more than 2.44 (dashed line) is considered to be a

strong support in favor of the observed contact network. The middle black line in each box plot is the median, the boxed area extends from the 25th to 75th quartile, and

whiskers extended from the hinge to the largest/smallest value no further than 1.5 times the inter-quartile range.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009604.g003
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Additionally, removing cases (i.e., infected status from nodes) from the infection time-series

results in lower quality infection data compared to data where all infection events are

documented.

Comparison with previous approaches

Next, we compared INoDS with two previous approaches that have been used to establish an

association between infection spread and contact network in a host population—the k-test and

network position test. The k-test procedure involves estimating the mean infected degree (i.e.,

number of direct infected contacts) of each infected individual in the network, called the k-sta-

tistic. The p-value in the k-test is calculated by comparing the observed k-statistic to a distribu-

tion of null k-statistics which is generated by randomizing the node-labels of infection cases in

the network [31]. Network position test compares the degree of infected individuals to that of

uninfected individuals [24, 25, 27]. The observed network is considered to be epidemiologi-

cally relevant when the difference in average degree between infected and uninfected individu-

als exceeds the degree difference in an ensemble of randomized networks at 5% significance

level. Both these previous approaches only provide evidence for static networks by comparison

with a null expectation. We therefore performed comparisons with step 2 of INoDS where epi-

demiological relevance of a network hypothesis is evaluated. To do so, we performed simula-

tions of infection with β ranging from 0.01 to 0.1, corresponding to disease prevalence of 8.1%

to 99.8%, respectively.

We found that INoDS accurately established epidemiological relevance across a wide range

of β when no network or disease data was missing. At β = 0.01, however, the power of the

model is lower compared to the k-test (Fig 4). For values of beta beyond 0.01, the performance

of INoDS in establishing epidemiological relevance surpasses two previous approaches—the k-

test procedure and the network position test. The power of the k-test in detecting epidemiolog-

ical relevance of an observed contact network decreases with an increasing amount of missing

data and transmission rate of pathogen. Of the three approaches, the network position test has

the lowest power in detecting epidemiological relevance.

Applications to empirical data-sets

We next demonstrate the application of INoDS to perform hypothesis testing on contact net-

works, identify transmission mechanisms and infer transmission rate using two empirical

datasets. The first dataset is derived from the study by Otterstatter & Thomson [36] that exam-

ines the spread of an intestinal pathogen (Crithidia bombi) within colonies of the social bumble

bee, Bombus impatiens. The second dataset documents the spread of Salmonella enterica
within two wild populations of Australian sleepy lizards Tiliqua rugosa [37]. We chose these

two empirical datasets because they represented two distinct (i) host taxonomic class, (ii) mod-

els of disease spread (SI vs SIS), and (iii) disease data collection methodology (infection timing

known for bumble bee dataset vs unknown for sleepy lizard dataset, and (iv) network connec-

tivity (fully connected in bumble bees vs sparsely connected in sleepy lizards).

Determining transmission mechanism and the role of contact intensity: Case study of

Crithidia bombi in bumble bees. [36] showed that the transmission of gut protozons, Crithi-
dia bombi, in bumble bee colonies is associated with the frequency of contacts with infected

nest-mates rather than the duration of contacts. The dynamic contact networks in the experi-

ments were fully connected, i.e., all individuals were connected to each other in the network at

all time steps. We extended the previous analysis by answering two specific questions: (1) Does

the type of contact (frequency vs duration) matter in transmission?, and (2) Do contact inten-

sity (i.e, the edge weights) between individuals contribute to infection transfer? We performed
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analyses on two types of contact network hypotheses—those are described by frequency of

contacts and those that are described by duration of contacts—and compared the results with

the findings reported in [36].

To answer the two questions, we constructed dynamic contact networks where edges repre-

sent close proximity between individuals. Since fully connected networks rarely describe the

dynamics of infection spread, we sequentially removed edges with weights less than 5–50% of

the highest edge weight to generate contact network hypotheses at different edge weight

thresholds. Corresponding to the two types (frequency and duration) of weighted networks,

Fig 4. Comparison of INoDS performance with previous approaches. Statistical power of INoDS, k-test and

network position test in establishing epidemiological relevance of the “true” contact network against three common

forms of missing data—missing nodes, missing edges and missing infected cases. Statistical power of INoDS, k-test and

network position test was calculated as the proportion of disease simulations where the observed contact network was

detected as epidemiologically relevant (INoDS: log(B10)> 2.44; k-test and network position test: p< 0.05).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009604.g004
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unweighted contact networks were also constructed by replacing weighted edges in the thre-

sholded weighted networks with binary edges (i.e., edges with an edge weight of one).

Fig 5 shows the estimates of pathogen transmission rate β for the four types of contact net-

work hypotheses at different edge weight thresholds. We found only a few contact network

hypotheses were epidemiologically relevant (bars with asterisks). Weighted frequency net-

works had highest evidence for colonies QC6 and UN1 and at 35% and 5% edge-weight

threshold respectively (bars with red asterisks). Our results therefore show that contact fre-

quency, rather than duration, better explained the spread of the Crithidia bombi through bum-

ble bee colonies. We also found that contact intensity, quantified through edge weights, is

important in explaining pathogen spread.

Identifying transmission mechanisms with imperfect disease data: Case study of Salmo-
nella enterica Australian sleepy lizards. Spatial proximity is known to be an important fac-

tor in the transmission of Salmonella enterica within Australian sleepy lizard populations [37].

However, it is not known whether the transmission risk increases with frequency of proximate

encounters between infectious and susceptible lizards. We therefore tested two contact net-

work hypotheses to explain the spread of salmonella at two sites of wild sleepy lizards popula-

tions. The first contact network hypothesis placed binary edges between lizards if they were

Fig 5. Identifying the contact network model of Crithidia spread in two bumble bee colonies (QC6 and UN1)

described in [36]. Edges in the contact network models represent physical interaction between the bees. Since the

networks were fully connected, a series of filtered contact networks were constructed by removing weak weighted

edges in the network. The x-axis represents the edge weight threshold used to remove weak edges in the network. Two

types of edge weights were tested—duration and frequency of contacts. In addition, both types of weighted edges were

converted to binary to create binary networks. The results shown are estimated values of the per contact rate

transmission rate, β, for the two colonies. Asterisks above bars indicate that the networks were epidemiologically

relevant in explaining the spread of Crithidia (single asterisk: Log(B10) = 0.5–1, substantial evidence; double asterisks:

Log(B10) = 1–2, strong evidence). We note that model convergence was not achieved for several network hypotheses

and were removed in our final analysis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009604.g005
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ever within 14m distance from each other during a day (24 hours). We constructed the second

contact network by assigning edge weights proportional to the number of times two lizards

were recorded within 14m distance of each other during a day.

Because disease sampling was performed at regular fortnightly intervals, the true infection

time (day) of individuals at both study sites was unknown. We therefore used a data augmenta-

tion method in INoDS (see Materials & methods) to sample unobserved infection timings

along with the per contact transmission rate, β, and error, �. We found that weighted network

was epidemiologically relevant at site 2 but not at site 1 (Fig 6). Proximity networks with

weighted edges had higher marginal (Bayesian) evidence compared with binary networks at

both sites. This suggests that the occurrence of repeated contacts between two spatially

Fig 6. Identifying transmission mechanisms of Salmonella spread in Australian sleepy lizards. Dynamic network of proximity interactions for a total duration of

70 days between (A) 43 lizards at site 1, and (B) 44 lizards at site 2. Each temporal slice summarizes interactions within a day (24 hours). Edges indicate that the pair of

individuals were within 14m distance of each other, and the edge weights are proportional to the frequency of physical interactions between the node pair. For ease in

visualization, four networks summarizing interactions at day 15, 30, 57 and 70 are shown out of a total of 70 static network snapshots. Green nodes are the animals that

were diagnosed to be uninfected at that time-point, red are the animals that were diagnosis to be infected and grey nodes are the individuals with unknown infection

status at the time-point. We hypothesized that the spatial proximity networks could explain the observed spread of Salmonella in the population. The results are

summarized as a table. Bold numbers indicate that the network hypothesis was found to be epidemiologically relevant compared to an ensemble of randomized

networks. The network hypothesis with the highest log Bayesian (marginal) evidence at each site is marked with an asterisk (�).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009604.g006
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proximate individuals, rather than just the presence of contact between individuals is more

explanatory of Salmonella transmission in sleepy lizards.

Discussion

In this study we present INoDS as a tool that performs network model selection and estab-

lishes the statistical significance of a contact network model to describe the spread of infec-

tious diseases. Our method also provides epidemiological insights about the host-pathogen

system by enabling hypothesis testing on different transmission mechanisms, and estimating

pathogen transmission rates. Unlike previous approaches that rely on social network position

[24–27], proxy behaviors [28–30] or connectivity [31], we show that our method is robust to

missing network data, imperfect disease surveillance, can provide inference for dynamic net-

works and a range of disease progression models. Additionally, our tool overcomes a com-

mon challenge of imperfect knowledge of infection acquisition by assuming infection times

to be unobserved and using data on infection diagnosis instead to provide inference on con-

tact networks.

In principle, the background transmission rate parameter, �, in INoDS is similar to the aso-

cial learning rate used in the network based diffusion analysis approach in the behavior learn-

ing literature [38, 39]. The background transmission parameter in our model serves to

approximately assess transmission which is unexplained by the edge connections of the net-

work hypothesis. Under the scenario of a network hypothesis with no edges, the best fit �

would indicate that all disease data is generated by unobserved transmission. Any transmission

events that can be better explained by a network edge reduce the model’s expectation from this

maximum � estimate. Relative deviation of � from the maximum possible value is therefore

highest for a network hypothesis with no missing data. The relative deviation of � declines with

increasing missing data, although it is more sensitive to missing network information com-

pared with missing information in infection time-series data (S4 Fig).

Our work thus addresses a growing subfield in network epidemiology that leverages statisti-

cal tools to infer contact networks using all available host and disease data [9, 31, 40–42]. Our

approach can be used to tackle several fundamental challenges in the field of infectious disease

modeling [21, 22]. First, INoDS can be used to perform model selection on contact network

models that quantify different transmission modes; this approach facilitates the identification

of infection-transmitting contacts and does not rely on laboratory experimentation (or subjec-

tive expert knowledge). Second, INoDS can be used to establish the statistical significance of

proxy measures of contact (such as spatial proximity, home-range overlap or asynchronous

refuge use) in cases where data on direct interactions between hosts are limited. Third, INoDS

can establish the epidemiological role of edge weights in a contact network by performing

model selection of contact networks with similar edge connections but different edge weight-

ing criteria.

In the first empirical example involving the spread of the Crithidia gut protozoan in bumble

bee colonies, we demonstrate that contact networks weighted with respect to frequency, rather

than duration, explain the observed patterns of transmission. Our results therefore support the

original finding of the study [36], where individual risk of infection was found to be correlated

with contact rate with infected nest-mates. We further found that weak ties below a certain

edge weight threshold do not play an important role in infection transfer for this empirical sys-

tem. In the second empirical dataset, we found that frequency of contacts between closely

located lizards allows better, i.e. more consistent, predictions on Salmonella transmission. Our

results supports results from a previous study which suggests that the bacterial transmission in

Australian sleepy lizards occur between closely located animals [37].
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As with all models, the results from INoDS should be considered within the context of

model assumptions. First, we assumed that the infection process has no latent period. In the

future, disease latency can be incorporated into the model by using a data augmentation tech-

nique, similar to what we use for inferring infection times. Second, we assumed that the infec-

tiousness of infected hosts and susceptibility of naive hosts is equal for all individuals in the

population. Heterogeneity in infectiousness of infected hosts and the susceptibility of naive

hosts can be incorporated as random effects in the model. Third, in the current version of our

model, we do not consider re-infection of hosts. Re-infectivity of hosts can be easily incorpo-

rated by allowing multiple time-points of infection acquisition in Eq (2).

Our results show that the data-collection efforts should aim to sample as many individuals

in the population as possible, since missing nodes have the greatest impact (rather than miss-

ing edges) on the statistical significance of network models. Since data-collection for network

analysis can be labor-intensive and time-consuming, our approach can be used to make essen-

tial decisions on how limited data collection resources should be deployed. For example,

under a limited capability of recording real-time interactions between hosts, INoDS can iden-

tify the minimum time-resolution required during data collection for a network model with

sufficient statistical ability to establish epidemiological relevance. Our approach can also be

used to improve targeted disease management and control by identifying high-risk behaviors

and super-spreaders of a novel pathogen without relying on intensive transmission experi-

ments that take years to resolve.

Materials & methods

Here we describe INoDs (Identifying contact Networks of infectious Disease Spread), a

computational tool that (i) estimates per contact transmission rate (β) of infectious disease for

empirical contact networks, (ii) establishes the epidemiological relevance of a contact network

by performing Bayesian hypothesis testing, and (iii) enables discrimination of competing con-

tact network hypotheses, including those based on pathogen transmission mode, edge weight

criteria and data collection techniques. Two types of data are required as input for INoDS—

infection time-series data, which include infection diagnoses (coded as 0 = not infected and

1 = infected), and time-step of diagnosis for all available individuals in the population; and an

edge-list of a dynamic (or static) contact network. An edge-list format is a list of node pairs

(each node pair represents an edge of the network), along with the weight assigned to the inter-

action, and time-step of interaction, with one node pair per line. The tool can be used for

unweighted contact networks—an edge weight of one is assigned to all edges in this case.

Time-steps of interactions are not required when analysis is performed on static contact net-

works. The software, implemented in Python, is platform independent, and is freely available

at https://github.com/bansallab/INoDS-model. Empirical datasets used in this study are avail-

able at https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/YAHRDJ.

INoDS formulation

For a susceptible individual, the potential of acquiring infection at each time-step depends on

the per contact transmission rate, the total strength of interactions with its infected neighbors

at the previous time-step, and a parameter � that captures the force of infection that is not

explained by the individual’s social connections. The probability of receiving infection, λi(t), of

a susceptible individual i at time t is thus calculated as:

liðtÞ ¼ 1 � expf� bwiðt � 1Þ � �g; ð1Þ

where both β and � parameters are > 0; wi(t − 1) denotes the total strength of association
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between the focal individual i and its infected associates at the previous time-step (t − 1). For

binary (unweighted) contact network models wi = ki, where ki is the total infected connections

of the focal individual.

The log-likelihood of the observed infection time-series data given the contact network

hypothesis (HA) can therefore be estimated as:

LðDjH;YÞ ¼ logðDjHA; b; �Þ ¼
Xn

log½lnðtnÞ� þ
Xt Xm

log½1 � lmðtÞ�

 !

; ð2Þ

where D is the infection time-series data, the set of unknown parameters is Θ = {Θ1, Θ2. . ...

ΘN}, tn is the time of infection of individual n, and t are all time-steps at which individual n is

naive and has the ability to contract infection. The first part of Eq 2 estimates the log likelihood

of all observed infection acquisition events. The second part of the equation represents the log-

likelihood of susceptible individuals m remaining uninfected at time t.
Following Bayes’ theorem, the posterior distribution of the set of parameters is given as:

PðYjD;HÞ ¼
LðDjH;YÞPðYjHÞ

MðDjHÞ
/ LðDjH;YÞPðYjHÞ ð3Þ

where D is the infection time-series data,H is the contact network hypothesis, and P;L;P;M
are the shorthands for the posterior, the likelihood, the prior and the marginal likelihood,

respectively.

Parameter estimation and data augmentation of infection timings. We used Dyna-
micNestedSampler of dynesty package implemented in Python to estimate Bayesian pos-

teriors and evidences [43]. Nested sampling is a numerical method of simultaneously

estimating both the posterior and evidence by maintaining a set of samples from the prior, and

iteratively updating them subject to the constraint that new samples have higher likelihoods.

Dynamic nested sampling allows the samples to be allocated adaptively, maximizing both

accuracy and efficiency [43]. We assumed a uniform prior distribution for β and � parameters

with range [0, 10].

Calculation of the likelihood in Eq 2 requires knowledge of exact timing of infection,

t1, . . .tn, for n infected individuals in the population. However in many cases, the only data

available are the timings of when individuals in a populations were diagnosed to be infected,

d1, . . .dn. We therefore employ a Bayesian data augmentation approach to estimate the actual

infection timings in the disease dataset [44]. Since in this case the infection time ti for an indi-

vidual i is unobserved, we only know that ti lies between the interval (Li, di], where Li is the last

negative diagnosis of individual i before infection acquisition. Within this interval, the individ-

ual could have potentially acquired infection at any time-step where it was in contact with

other individuals in the network. Assuming incubation period to be one time-step, the

potential set of infection timing can be represented as ti 2 {gi(ti − 1)> 0, Li< ti� di}, where

gi(ti − 1) is the degree (number of contacts) of individual i at time ti − 1. For infections that

follow a SIS or SIR disease model, it is also essential to impute the recovery time of infected

individuals for accurate estimation of infected degree. To do so, we adopt a similar data aug-

mentation approach as described to sample from the set of possible recovery time-points.

The data augmentation proceeds in two steps. In the first step, the missing infection times

are imputed conditional on the possible set of infection times. In the next step the posterior

distributions of the unknown parameters are sampled based on the imputed data. We per-

formed data imputation using inverse transform sampling method, which is a technique of

drawing random samples from any probability distribution given its cumulative distribution

function [45].
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Interpretation of the εparameter. In principle, inclusion of the � parameter in Eq 1 is

similar to the asocial learning rate used in the network based diffusion analysis approach in

the behavior learning literature [38, 39]. The background transmission parameter � in INoDS

formulation serves to approximately assess transmission which is unexplained by the edge

connections of the network hypothesis. Estimate value of � parameter increases with missing

data, although it is more sensitive to missing network information compared with missing

information in infection time-series data (S3 Fig).

Epidemiological relevance of a contact network. We performed Bayesian hypothesis

testing to establish the epidemiological relevance of a contact network in explaining the

observed pattern of infectious disease spread. Null hypothesis is expressed as a uniform prior

distribution over networks with permuted edge connections of varying degree (10% to 100%).

Prior distribution of alternative hypothesis puts all credibility in an infinitely dense spike at 0%

permutation level (viz, the observed contact network). Bayes factor of alternate hypothesis vs

null was defined as:

BFalt ¼
pðM ¼ altjDÞ
pðM ¼ nulljDÞ

pðM ¼ nullÞ
pðM ¼ altÞ

ð4Þ

Log Bayes factor was calculated as the difference between log marginal likelihoods of the alter-

nate and null hypothesis. A log Bayes factor of 0.5 –1, 1–2 and>2.44 is considered as substan-

tial, strong and decisive evidence, respectively, towards the epidemiological relevance of the

observed contact network [46, 47].

Model selection of competing network hypotheses. To facilitate model selection in cases

where there are more than one network hypothesis, we compute marginal likelihood of the

infection data given each contact network model. The marginal likelihood, also called the

Bayesian evidence, measures the model fit, i.e,. to what extent the infection time-series data

can be simulated by a network hypothesis (H1). Bayesian evidence is based on the average

model fit, and calculated by integrating the model fit over the entire parameter space.

PðDjH;YÞ ¼
Z

PðYjHÞLðDjH;YÞdY ð5Þ

Dynamic nested sampling calculates the evidence by integrating the prior within nested con-

tours of constant likelihood. Model selection can be then performed by computing pair-wise

Bayes factor, i.e. the ratio of the marginal likelihoods of two network hypotheses. The log

Bayes factor to assess the performance of network hypothesis HA over network hypothesis HB,

is expressed as:

logðBFBAÞ ¼ logðPðDjHBÞÞ � logðPðDjHAÞÞ ð6Þ

The contact network with a higher marginal likelihood is considered to be more plausible, and

a log Bayes’ factor of more than 2.44 is considered to be a decisive support in favor of the alter-

native network model (HB) [46, 47].

Validating INoDS performance

We validated the performance of INoDS by evaluating its accuracy in estimating the unknown

transmission parameter β, robustness to missing data, and comparing the performance of tool

with previous approaches. To do so we first constructed a dynamic synthetic network using

the following procedure. At time-step t = 0, a static network of 100 nodes, mean degree 4, and

Poisson degree distribution was generated using the configuration model [35]. At each subse-

quent time-step, 10% of edge-connections present in the previous time-step were permuted,
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for a total of 100 time-steps. That is, the dynamic synthetic network (called true synthetic net-

work in the results) consists of contacts (i, j, t) between node i and j at time t, lasting from a

duration of 1 to 100 time steps; each contact is capable of disease transmission [48]. Next,

through the synthetic dynamic network, we performed 10 independent SI disease simulations

with per contact rate of infection transmission (β�) 0.01 to 0.1. Model accuracy was evaluating

by comparing INoDS estimation of the transmission parameter, β, with the true transmission

rate β� that was used to perform disease simulations. Since the synthetic network completely

described the disease simulations, model accuracy was also tested by evaluating the deviation

of the estimated error parameter �, from the expected value of zero.

We next tested robustness of the tool against two types of missing network data: (a) incom-

plete sampling of individuals in a population (missing nodes), and (b) incomplete sampling of

interactions between individuals (missing edges). To do so, we simulated two independent SI

disease simulations each for ten β� values ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 with increment of 0.01

through the synthetic dynamic network. The two scenarios of missing data were created by

randomly removing 25–75% of nodes and edges from the true synthetic network that were not

a part of the path of simulated infection spread. This approach allowed us to investigate

INoDS performance for various levels of incompletely sampled networks with the infection

path preserved. If INoDS is robust to missing network data, we expect to recover similar

parameter estimate, epidemiological relevance and model evidence for all networks.

Comparisons with previous approaches

We compared INoDS performance with two previous approaches that are popularly used to

establish epidemiological significance of contact networks—k-test [31] and network position

test. k − test estimates the average number of infected connections for each infected individual

in the network. To establish the epidemiological significance of a contact network this metric,

called the k-statistic, is compared to a distribution of null k-statistics obtained by randomly

swapping the node labels. A p-value is calculated as the number of permutations that produce

k-statistics more extreme than the observed k-statistic. Network position test compares the

average degree (i.e., the average number of connections) of infected cases with the degree of

uninfected individuals. The difference in average degree in the observed network is compared

to the degree difference in networks where random edge connections. A p-value is calculated

as the number of random networks where the degree between infected and uninfected individ-

uals is higher than the observed network.

Both of these previous approaches only provide epidemiological evidence of the observed

contact network and do not estimate transmission parameters or enable model comparisons.

We therefore performed comparisons with step 2 of INoDS where epidemiological relevance

of the observed network is evaluated. We also note that the previous approaches are limited to

static and unweighted networks, we therefore performed model comparisons on a “true” syn-

thetic static network with 100 nodes, Poisson degree distribution and a mean network degree

of 3. Simulations of disease spread were performed with a broad range of per contact transmis-

sion rate (β). Null expectation in INoDS and network position test was generated by permut-

ing the edge connections of the observed networks, creating an ensemble of null networks. In

k-test, the location of infection cases within the observed network are permuted, creating a

permuted distribution of k-statistic [31].

Applications to empirical datasets

We demonstrate the applications of our approach using two datasets from the empirical litera-

ture. The first dataset comprises of dynamic networks of bee colonies (N = 5–7 individuals),
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where edges represent direct physical contacts that were recorded using a color-based video

tracking software. A bumble bee colony consists of a single queen bee and infertile workers.

Here, we focus on the infection experiments in two colonies (colony QC6 and UN1). Infection

progression through the colonies was tracked by daily screening of individual feces, and the

infection timing was determined using the knowledge of the rate of replication of C. bombi
within its host intestine.

The second dataset monitors the spread of the commensal bacterium Salmonella enterica in

two separate wild populations of the Australian sleepy lizard Tiliqua rugosa. The two sites con-

sisted of 43 and 44 individuals respectively, and these represented the vast majority of all resi-

dent individuals at the two sites (i.e., no other individuals were encountered during the study

period). Individuals were fitted with GPS loggers and their locations were recorded every 10

minutes for 70 days. Salmonella infections were monitored using cloacal swabs on each animal

once every 14 days. Consequently, the disease data in this system do not identify the onset of

each individual’s infection. We used a SIS (susceptible-infected-susceptible) disease model to

reflect the fact that sleepy lizards can be reinfected with salmonella infections. Proximity net-

works were constructed by assuming a contact between individuals whenever the location of

two lizards was recorded to be within 14m distance of each other [26]. The dynamic networks

at both sites consisted of 70 static snapshots, with each snapshot summarizing a day of interac-

tions between the lizards. We constructed two contact network hypotheses to explain the

spread of salmonella. The first contact network hypothesis placed binary edges between lizards

if they were ever within 14m distance from each other during a day. The second contact net-

work assigned edge weights proportional to the number of times two lizards were recorded

within 14m distance of each other during a day. Specifically, edge weights between two lizards

were equal to their frequency of contacts during a day normalized by the maximum edge

weight observed in the dynamic network.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Corner plot of the posterior sample showing relationship between estimates of β
and �. True value of the parameters are indicated with red lines. Contours contain 25%, 50%

and 75% of the sample points respectively.

(EPS)

S2 Fig. Estimate of � with increasing percentages of nodes/edges removal that were not

involved in infection spread path.

(EPS)

S3 Fig. Robustness of INoDS to random missing data. Networks with missing data were

created by randomly removing 10–60% of nodes, edges and cases. (a) Step 1: Δβ is the devia-

tion of estimated transmission parameter β from the true transmission rate β�. (b) Step 2: Epi-

demiological relevance of observed network with missing data. Each box summarizes log

Bayes factor of observed network with missing data compared to null hypothesis (viz a prior of

networks with 10% to 100% permuted edges). (c) Evidence for the true synthetic network over

datasets with missing data. Log Bayes factor of more than 2.44 (dashed line) is considered to

be a strong support in favor of the observed contact network. The middle black line in each

box plot is the median, the boxed area extends from the 25th to 75th quartile, and whiskers

extended from the hinge to the largest/smallest value no further than 1.5 times the inter-quar-

tile range.

(EPS)
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S4 Fig. Relative deviation of estimated � from the maximum possible value with increasing

percentage of random missing data. Maximum � was determined by maximizing the likeli-

hood function in Eq (2) assuming network with no edges. Each boxplot summarizes the results

of 20 independent SI disease simulations through a synthetic dynamic network—two each for

ten β� values ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 with increment of 0.01. Missing data were created by

randomly removing 10–60% of nodes, edges or cases from the dataset. The middle black line

in each box plot is the median, the boxed area extends from the 25th to 75th quartile, and whis-

kers extended from the hinge to the largest/smallest value no further than 1.5 times the inter-

quartile range.

(EPS)

S5 Fig. Disease prevalence corresponding to different values of β used in our simulations

for Fig 4.

(EPS)
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